2002 toyota highlander limited

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of
Toyota Highlander owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced
with this vehicle. It started with engine check light. Do not want to replace them due to
excessive cost to replace all 3". Nothing serious, but situation unknown until diagnosed".
Traced back gas cap. Used a cap purchased at Advance Auto. Light came back on. Bought cap
from Toyota dealer-problem solved, but the cap was more expensive". Repair involved
removing the old sensor and installing a replacement. The other sensors are screwed in much
better design". Diagnosed as air fuel ratio sensor. Solution was to replace sensor". We always
maintain our car in top shape, so, we had it fixed". Auto tech reported that failed sensor was
causing fuel mixture to be out of normal parameters and could contribute to premature failure of
catalytic convertor". One failed first and the second sensor failed about 6 months later". It was
still costly to repair". I suspect there is a leak in the head gasket that is causing the oxygen
sensor to become clogged prematurely with contaminents. Then had to have another O2 sensor
replaced before the warning light went off. In the process had the manifold gasket replaced as
well as the ignition coil for cylinder no 1". Instead I was told the compressor had failed and
there were metal shavings throughout the system". All had to be renewed". Metal was found in
the unit making the noise and affecting the output of cold air Many trips to service were needed
to track down the problem adding a dye to the refrigerant and looking for the leak. At this point
we are told the compressor is the leak but the price for replacement is too high relative to the
value of the vehicle to get it repaired". I don't know if it was the compressor or another part. I
just know it stopped working and had to be fixed". Toyota replaced the compressor saying
there was loose metal in the system. Retuned to Toyota service. They found and repaired a
Freon leak and it was cooling again". You turn it and turn it until it finally moves. Repeated
repair shop visits have not resolved the problem". The only way to stop it was to turn the blower
switch from off to high several times until it stopped the heated air. The wiring from the knob
disconnected. I have to replace refrigerant every summer. AC now blows cold air, which is
important in florida. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I expect I'll have to have this
gasket fixed at the next servicing just as with the Camry". But they lasted , miles. This car owes
me nothing. It's great". Needed strut mounts as well as struts. All expensive". It was expensive
to replace". Took 2 trips to get it fixed". Still haven't figured out what it is". That solved the
problem". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or

vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Required replacement of rear axle". If the antilock
relay is removed the noise stops". Also the ABS sensor for that wheel had to be replaced apparently due to the seized caliper. A very expensive job. ABS very noisy on this vehicle".
Toyota part very expensive". Friction from the locked caliper overheated the brake fluid, and
destroyed the rotor. Since brakes are replaced in pairs, the cost was very high. The car is a rock
star. Normal for age of vehicle". Cable needed to be loosened and lubricated". Old car. Twice
about 2 to 3 months after the 12 month dealer repair warranty for repairs. Recently had the same
work done again and had to pay again. Car vibrates badly when front brakes are worn. Also,
rot". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The repair cost was approx.
Finally replaced cat converter". But after 13 years in winter salt use area perhaps that was to be
expected". Take it to the dealer for inspection. Dealer finds a hole in the exhaust pipe next to
catalytic converter and can't fix the leak without replacing the converter though nothing is
wrong with it. It thus make a loud noise, and will not likely pass emission inspection come
renewal of the". Completed April After market parts are not good". Suddenly became very
noisywith a hole in the muffiler, ". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Easy to replace, put had to order rather expensive parts
from the dealer". No obvious fix. Checked online Toyota Nation, etc. Hood, top. Underlying paint
is dull". Car parked outside on street". Has caused related issues with windshield stress and
cracks". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping,
oil leaks. Not able to get resolved. One mechanic thought it wasn't worth the cost to pursue
further". Replaced air fuel ratio sensor. Light came on again. Replaced gas cap. Light came on
again, computer reset. I am ignoring it. Knock sensor or wiring harness became defective which
cause the computer to put the car in a protected mode. Transmission would not shift into high
gear. Expensive to replace. Valve cover seal was to be done at next maintenance overhaul in
approx month. However, about 10 days later, one cylinder started misfiring that resulted in loss
of spark plug, ignition coils. When those parts were replaced, cylinder failed compression test.
Cost of manual engine disassembly or replacement engine was deemed prohibitive due to age
of vehicle. Apparently, the valve covers are defective from this model year. New style covers are
reported to fix the problem. I have them on order and plan on installing them this summer.
Hopefully, this will sort out the problem. Will live with it for a while. We had a hurricane. I wasn't
driving the car that week and when I next opened it up it was filled with water, mildew and mold.
The 45 miles that I had to drive to get back home, were very cold. The seals wore and cracked. I
had oil leaks. Goes away after driving a few miles. Also a few rattles on bumpy surfaces". Been
very reliable. Perfect size. New ones are too big. Some caused by wind, other by contact with
road". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. It may be that road vibrations loosens that lamp occasionally. No real problem
though". Dealer is stumped. I researched on line and repaired by bending the light bulb holding
"claw" to a tighter position". Tag lights and both left and right rear brake lights". Replacing the
bulb did not fix the problem". Headlight wires very short; difficult to change headlamp bulbs if
necessary. Light bulb assembly shorted out socket on driver's side. Caused me to have
mechanic pull all the electrical wires, related to headlights, on driver's side to check for shorts.
Also stupid is the exhaust system - whole exhaust pipe had to be replaced because of the
leaking flexi flexible joint. The heater sensor is hard to control - going from very cold to very h".
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Considering we
have over miles on this car we can't complain". We replaced vehicle". Shop told me that
transmissions on these AWD Highlanders and older Lexus with the same transmission fail
often". Engine block, transmission, engine mount all gone bad over the years. High dollar
repairs". Wad slipping badly.. Within 20 more miles, the trans broke apart". Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Found oil leaking over the exhaust manifolds from the valve cover gaskets". The mechanic tells
me it has sludge or gelling. I have not had the engine rebuilt yet and probably won't. Will get rid
of it". Not why we bought a Toyota". Filling up with oil regularly instead. Common problem with
Highlander. Thanks Toyota!!!! This is because there is a large foam block under the plastic in
take manifold that absorbs the coolant. Because there is no tell-tail signs of coolant on the
ground it goes unnoticed till there is a major failure. This is not isolated to the 4 cylinder
Highlander. It affects every other 4 cylinder vehicle that Toyota manufactured from Which is a".
When the engine light still was on the injectors were replaced, probably unnecessarily, before
they found a loose wire. Bought an aftermarket drive shaft and had independent mechanic
install. Shipped off, repaired and returned and owner installed. No repeats. Had replaced with
salvaged part. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Came on over a period of a

couple of days". Required transmission to be pulled. No issues with repair". Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Repair shop found bolt for retainer came loose.
Reinstalled handle and retainer". The window was put back on the track and the track
lubricated. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Took it
to the dealer and was advised that nothing was wrong. Due to faulty manufacturing the long
block leaks coolant into a foam heat pad where subsequently it evaporates. The small leak goes
unnoticed till there is a major failure. So much for Japanese quality". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. It did get replaced, but the initial indication was that the electrical system may
be faulty. We had the electrical system rechecked, and it seemed to pass the checks. At this
time five months later , all seems OK. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Toyota Highlander Change Vehicle. The Highlander was the first car-based, mid-sized SUV in its
price range. The refined and effortless powertrain is combined with a supple ride and easy
access. These serve to enhance the spacious, quiet, and comfortable interior to make
Highlander a pleasant vehicle for everyday driving. Emergency handling could be more capable,
but it's secure enough overall. In sum, the Highlander is a very good choice. There are 2 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Emission control devices includes EGR "Catalytic converter failed requiring
costly replacement. Nothing serious, but situation unknown until diagnosed" Thomas S. Auto
tech reported that failed sensor was causing fuel mixture to be out of normal parameters and
could contribute to premature failure of catalytic convertor" Thomas S. One failed first and the
second sensor failed about 6 months later" Alan H. In the process had the manifold gasket
replaced as well as the ignition coil for cylinder no 1" Anonymous, AL Toyota Highlander
Limited 3. Instead I was told the compressor had failed and there were metal shavings
throughout the system" Anonymous, SC Toyota Highlander Limited 3. All had to be renewed"
James L. At this point we are told the compressor is the leak but the price for replacement is too
high relative to the value of the vehicle to get it repaired" Anonymous, IL Toyota Highlander
Base 2. I just know it stopped working and had to be fixed" Pat D. Alignment "The vehicle no
longer tracks true" John V. I expect I'll have to have this gasket fixed at the next servicing just
as with the Camry" Paul H. All expensive" Glen D. It was expensive to replace" Glen D. Still
haven't figured out what it is" Allen C. That solved the problem" Jason S. If the antilock relay is
removed the noise stops" J S. Normal for age of vehicle" Rick K. Catalytic converter "The
Catalytic converter failed without warning and had to be replaced. Finally replaced cat
converter" John H. But after 13 years in winter salt use area perhaps that was to be expected"
Anonymous, NJ Toyota Highlander Limited 3. It thus make a loud noise, and will not likely pass
emission inspection come renewal of the" Anonymous, OH Toyota Highlander Base 2. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "Both front mudguards cracked and failed. Easy to replace, put had to
order rather expensive parts from the dealer" Anonymous, MO Toyota Highlander Limited 3.
Accessory belts or pulleys "Suddenly had loud squeaking and scraping sounds from engine
compartment" Douglas W. Air or water leaks "Turns out there are drains in the sun roof that can
become clogged, introducing water into the car's interior. No real problem though" Anthony C. I
researched on line and repaired by bending the light bulb holding "claw" to a tighter position"
Anonymous, GA Toyota Highlander Limited 3. Torque converter "Was rebuilt or replaced at the
same time the transmission was rebuilt" Anonymous, OH Toyota Highlander Limited 2. We
replaced vehicle" Noel H. High dollar repairs" Philip D. Cylinder head "Valve cover gasket was
replaced. Found oil leaking over the exhaust manifolds from the valve cover gaskets"
Anonymous, NC Toyota Highlander Limited 3. Which is a" Nayan L. Driveshaft or axle "Car

began making noise going uphill and turning after , miles. Slipping transmission "The
transmission would not always pull the vehicle; at times it would and not at others. Came on
over a period of a couple of days" Philip D. Doors or sliding doors "Right rear door exterior
handle came off. Antifreeze leaks "Granted my suv is 15 years old, I've had this leak since year
3. So much for Japanese quality" Nayan L. Battery not hybrid or electric "The battery, a
replacement from AutoZone, was less than 5 months old when it began not getting charged
correctly. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Read Recall Details. What
should you do:. SSC 40B. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Toggle navigation Parts.
Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance:
Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a category or accessories. Categories Select a
Category. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured
dodge 2 7 engine diagram
1970 dodge challenger parts
ford flex v8
Parts and Accessories. Key Finder. PT : Key Finder. TRD Oil Cap. Cruise Control, Stop Light
Switch. Trailer Ball - 2" Ball Diameter. Historical Audio. As a Toyota Highlander owner, you
know you can depend on your Highlander for many miles to come. Explore Toyota Parts Online
and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota Highlander parts and accessories you
need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match
your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

